
Core tech

Java 8+
Spring
JS (ES6+)
React
REDUX
TypeScript

Additional tech

Vert.x
Databases
GIT
Cloud
Messaging 
brokers
DevOps
NodeJS
Redis

SKILLS

Team leading

Systems architecture

Problem solving

Attention to detail

Teamwork

Adaptability

Agile methodologies

COMPETENCES

SOFTWARE ENGINEER, TEAM LEAD

Highly skilled Software Engineer excited about everything digital.
Motivated problem solver with attention to detail and strong 
observer of clean code principles. Natural leader looking forward to 
build and grow a team. Interested in product design and 
development.

Software Engineering Lead, Sofia
- Leading the development of a multimodule
system for one of the biggest stock
exchanges
- Managed a team consisting of 4 developers,
2 QA and 2 DevOps
- Communicated with client representatives
on daily basis translating requirements and
planning the team's work
- Established a high code quality standard
- Designed and oversaw the transition of a
core piece of infrastructure - Kafka to Redis
Streams
- Improved API performance significantly by
refactoring key pieces of the system and
adopting good design practices
- Participated in recruitment
- Mentored junior and middle team members

DataartDataart
Current

Full Stack Engineer, Tech Lead , Sofia
- Joined Marketing technology team; shortly
after was divided into smaller squads
- Quickly adopted the responsibility of Tech
Lead motivating the team to overcome tech
debt
- Shaped an environment of high standards
and enabled the adoption of clean code
practices
- Reduced expenses for GCP by improving
performance and optimizing storage and
logging
- Participated in recruitment and persuaded
management to employ an intern who with
the right guidance and coaching became a
team superstar

Flutter (TheFlutter (The  
Stars Groups)Stars Groups)

06.2021

WORK EXPERIENCE











Leading
Successfully guided 
multiple younger 
colleagues in growing 
their careers and 
competences

Cost reduction 
Reduced expenses for 
GCP by improving 
performance and 
optimizing storage and 
logging

Recruitment 
Advocated for an intern 
to be hired who later 
became a team 
superstar

Full stack proficiency 
Designed, build and 
deployed a full stack 
eCommerce solution as 
a contractor

Attention to detail 
Flawlessly transitioned 
a critical piece of 
infrastructure in 
production 
environment - Kafka to 
Redis Streams



ACHIEVEMENTS
Software Engineer, Team Lead, Sofia
- Joined new team in the Digital
Transformation Center
- Soon after joining and realizing the need for
leadership, assumed the role of TL by helping 
with the organization of processes, routines 
and daily tasks
- Created and lead an internal software
academy with the goal of bringing the
younger colleagues to the necessary level
- Participated in ogranizing and guiding
projects

DXCDXC
09.2019

Full stack developer (Contract), Sofia
- Hired by a growing Bulgarian company to
build and deploy a full stack eCommerce
solution.
- Used the project as delivery for the final
project of my degree

BiofuelsBiofuels  
BulgariaBulgaria

12.2018

Software Engineering Intern, Sofia
- Participated in the ASIC training program
- Took a leading role in the development of
new desktop application with JavaFX

RAMBUSRAMBUS  
(PLDA)(PLDA)

09.2018

Student Developer, Copenhagen
- Part-time student job during my studies
- Helped with ad-hoc software tasks

Bookboon.comBookboon.com
12.2017

Tutor, Copenhagen
- Starting from second semester in university,
joined my teachers by helping newly arrived
students

CPH BusinessCPH Business
12.2017



Blockchain tech

Rust

Golang

NodeJS

Game development

INTERESTS
Computer Science, CopenhagenCPH Business

2016 - 2019

Erasmus Semester , MadridUniversidad 
Europea

2018 - 2018

RELEVANT EDUCATION

Public Relations, SofiaSofia University
2012 - 2016

Erasmus Year, LisbonInstituto 
Politecnico
2014 - 2015

Political Science, SofiaSofia University
2010 - 2012

OTHER EDUCATION

Total work experience: 13 years

IT work experience: 7 years

Languages: Bulgarian, English, Spanish


